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The threat to historic St James’s 
 Over the past twenty years, there has been an accelerated deterioration in the 
character and atmosphere of St James’s. Historically, it has been relatively quiet and has been a 
unique environment, with St James’s Palace, the clubs, traditional specialist shops and many 
other listed buildings. 
  The increase in large offices, restaurants and bars has brought intolerable noise and 
unwelcome footfall from the neighbouring West End. Forty years ago, Leicester Square had high 
quality restaurants and clubs and its deterioration was caused by the same factors now attacking 
historic St James’s. 
 
 

Purposes of the Trust 
 1.  To promote high standards of planning and architecture in, or affecting, the 
area. 
 2.  To secure the preservation, protection, development and improvement of 
features of historic, or public interest, in the area. 
 3.  To maintain the character and atmosphere of the area, with its social fabric, 
collection of ancient shops and gentlemen’s clubs. 
4.To educate the public in the geography, history, natural history and 
architecture of the area. 

 
 
 
 
 

. 
 
 
Luncheon to discuss suitable architecture for 21st century. A luncheon, held at Adam & 
Company on 20th June 2007, was attended by Miss Rosemarie MacQueen, the new Director of 
Planning & City Development at Westminster City Council, Cllr Alexander Nicoll,Cllr Louise 
Hyams and Mr Godfrey Woods, Team Leader of the South Planning Team at the City Council    
 
 

 
 

Letters to the Editor 
 
The Trustees would welcome letters from readers concerning the history, architecture, 
commerce and social life of St James’s, for inclusion in the Spring 2007.News Letter and 
future editions. 
 Letters (which would not be used in the News Letters) containing evidence which could be 
used by the Trust to support future planning and licensing objections to Westminster City 
Council, would also  be welcomed. 
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Clarence House Reception 
 
His Royal Highness, The Prince of Wales held a reception in Clarence House on Wednesday 25th 
April 2007 in support of the St James’s Conservation Trust  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From right to left: HRH The Prince of Wales , Mr John Beveridge QC, Chairman of the St James’s 
Conservation Trust, Mr Richard Donaldson, Vice Chairman of the St James’s Conservation Trust 

 
It was attended by over ninety guests including members of Westminster City Council, 

The Crown Estate, English Heritage, supporters of the Trust and prominent residents and business 
people from St James’s 
 

Amongst the City Council guests were The Right Worshipful, The Lord Mayor of 
Westminster, Councillor Alexander Nicoll FSA(Scot), FRSA and Councillor Sir Simon Milton, 
Leader of the City Council  
 

 
 
Europa Nostra   The Trust was accepted as a member of Europa Nostra on 18th June 2007, 
Europa Nostra is an important and prestigious pan-European Federation for cultural Heritage with 
its headquarters at The Hague.  Its prime mission is to influence heritage policy, campaigning for 
the endangered heritage, recognising outstanding heritage achievements and raising public 
awareness of these matters.  Its President is S.A.R. La Infanta Dona Pilar de Bourbon and the 
Executive President is Andrea H. Schuler. 

 
St James’s Architectural Study (See pages 6 and 7) 
Atkins Limited was commissioned by the Trust to produce a study and report on St James’s 
architecture, with the object of defining specific standards of architecture to form a benchmark for 
architecture in the area.  The study has been sponsored by Ellerman Investments Limited, of St 
James’s, without which the report could not have been commissioned, while further substantial  
contribution have been made by the Emmanuel Kaye Foundation and Pengrowth 
Management Limited of Calgary, Canada. There are positive indications that this major study  
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will be supported by Westminster City Council and various key national bodies and will have a 
significant positive influence on future architecture in historic St James’s. 
 
Windsor House, 55-56 St James’s Street.  In January the Trust sent a letter of objection to the 
City Council for an application to redevelop Windsor House.  Despite the fact that the planning 
officer responsible for preparing the report to the Planning Sub-Committee recommended 
acceptance of this first application, the Trust’s intervention resulted in it being refused by the City 
Council on 8th March 2007.  The Trust, whilst appreciating the improvements made to a 
subsequent design, forwarded a specific objection to the City Council. However, although the 
Trust had some reservations, the revised application was approved on 26th July 2007. 

 
7-8 St James’s Square. The Trust, submitted a letter of observations and objections to this 
redevelopment to the City Council on 13th January 2007.  Although the planning application was 
granted on 1st February 2007, this was with conditions, particularly relating to the redesign of the 
Duke York Street elevation, the Trust’s prime area of concern. The Trust has subsequently 
objected to the revised design of the Duke of York Street elevation as being an insufficient 
improvement  but it was granted planning permission on 4th October 2007. 
 
St James’s Square enhancement.  The Trust has been awarded a grant of £10,000 by the Rose 
Foundation for financing the first stages of the professional analysis and design work needed to 
remedy the eroded character of St James’s Square. The enhancement of the Square is being led by 
Mr Martin Low, Director of Transportation, Westminster City Council in co-operation with the 
stake holders of the Square. Because of the Trust’s special interest in this work and its efforts 
over the past eight years to improve the Square, meetings have taken place between the City 
Council and the Trust to discuss a way ahead for the enhancement of the Square.  Mr Peter Heath 
RIBA, MRTPI, consultant architect and planning adviser to the Trust, is now working with West 
One (a sub-contractor to the City Council) on this work. Furthermore, the City Council has 
allocated Form S106 funding towards the enhancement of the Square.  
 
French Railway House. This major re-development fronts onto both Piccadilly and Jermyn 
Street and runs along Duke Street, St James’s. The Trust accepted that the design of this proposal 
was of acceptable quality, but forwarded a series of letters of objection on the grounds of 
inappropriate bulk and height. It is regretted that the City Council’s Planning Committee, in spite 
of the objections of two of its members, granted this application on 2nd August 2007. 

 
Noise.  (See page 8)   The Chairman has been in correspondence with the Leader of Westminster 
City Council and the City Council’s Environmental Health Manager – Licensing, concerning 
intolerable noise in St James’s, specially from faulty air conditioning equipment. The Trust is 
consulting Mr Rupert Thornely-Taylor FIOA, a renowned acoustics expert and will be mounting 
a campaign to investigate the problems of noise nuisance in the core area of St James’s. Noise in 
the area is recorded as well above the maximum recognised by the World Health Organisation as 
acceptable for human health. 
 
Licensing. The Trust continues to be active in objecting to inappropriate licensing applications 
and appeals. These include the appeal by Hey Jo/Abracadabra against the City Council’s refusal 
to extend the  hours for the sale of alcohol  to 6.00am (not yet determined) and an appeal by Aura 
against the City Council’s refusal to allow sales of alcohol to 5.00am. This appeal was settled out 
of court to the satisfaction of the Trust.   
 
Erratum 
The Trust wishes to correct an error in the Autumn 2006 News Letter. The correct descriptions should read:- 

• Cllr Robert Davis DL is the Cabinet Member for Planning at Westminster City Council. 
• Cllr Alistair Moss is his deputy and is the Chairman of the Planning& City Development Committee which 

considers  the major planning applications before the City Council 
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Lichfield House, 15 St James Square 
 
This was the residence of The Right Hon. George Lord Anson. According to an 
inscription on a portrait he was ‘ Baron of Soberton, First Commissioner of the 
Admiralty, Vice Admiral of Great Britain, Admiral of the Blue Squadron and one of His 
Majesty’s most Honourable Privy Council (1697-1762)’ 
 

 
Lichfield House 

 
The Navy Discipline act was revised in 1749, 
and remained unaltered till 1856. 
Courts martial were put on a sound footing. 
Inspections of the fleet and dockyards were 
established. 
The corps of marines, first founded in 1664, 
was placed on a proper footing in 1755. 
 
The progressive improvement, which raised 
the Navy to the high state of efficiency it 
attained in later years, dates from Anson’s 
presence at the Admiralty. 
 
Anson moved freely in the corridors of 
power. He was very much a man of his age. 
His predominant characteristic was a rational 
calm which no adverse circumstance could 
shake.   

Anson made his fortune in the course of 
his circumnavigation of the globe, when 
on 20th June 1743 he captured  an 
immensely rich prize, the ‘Nuestra 
Senora de Covadonga’ valued  at 
£500,00, a fabulous sum at that time, 
 
In his later naval career, Anson proved to 
be a severe and capable administrator 
who during years of hard work at the 
Admiralty did more than any other to 
raise the Navy from the state of 
corruption and indiscipline into which it 
had fallen during the first half of the 18th 
century.. During this period:- 
 
The naval administration was thoroughly 
overhauled. 
The dockyards were brought into far 
better order, and though corruption was 
not banished, it was much reduced. 
The Navy board was compelled to render 
accounts. 
A system of regulating promotion to flag 
rank, which has been in the main 
followed ever since, was introduced. 
 

 
 

Nuestra Senora  de  Cavadonga and 
Centurion  20th June 1743 

 
Lichfield House takes its name from Thomas Anson who was created Earl of Lichfield in 
1831 in William IV’s Coronation Honours. 
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St JameS’S In the 21St Century
Suitable architecture for historic

high and/or bulky 
buildings, which have 
seriously undermined  
the historic scale and 
grain of the area.

recent planning 
applications for 
substantial sites.

Possible public realm 
improvement projects.

Key:

London’s St James’s is an unique historic 

architectural asset at the heart of 

Westminster which is at risk from harmful 

change. Peter heath, of atkins, has been 

commissioned by the trust to provide 

a study of suitable architecture for St 

James’s in the 21st Century.

“... the core area of St James’s retains a 

mutually supporting blend of historic 

layout, mixed specialist uses and 

buildings whose origins remain relevant 

to today’s central London activities with 

examples of interventions from each 

century that have enriched these unique 

qualities...”

aerial view shows relatively few high buildings in St James’s. the historic layout and grain of 
the area has survived for over three hundred years. 

example illustration from the new study showing the recent proposed changes in the area. 



St JameS’S In the 21St Century
Suitable architecture for historic

the study will set the following ten principles against 

examples of both suitable and unsuitable architecture from  

within St James’s, London and internationally. 

1.  new development and modernity is welcomed 

in historic St. James’s but it must be considered a 

privilege to be undertaken responsibly and will be 

assessed on its quality and suitability. replicating older 

buildings stylistically is not the only approach that can 

demonstrate the highest design quality. 

2.  Development for historic St. James’s should aim for 

excellence and beauty, matching exemplars from the 

past, rather than merely improving on sites where past 

mistakes have been built.

3.  Development applications must demonstrate an 

understanding of the definitions applied to St. James’s:

“... the Spirit of St James’s has grown from over three 

centuries of cultivated living and working in proximity to 

the Court and Palace of St James’s. the shops, clubs and 

architecture of St James’s embody this special history, as 

adapted to current times...”

4.  Designs must demonstrate in applications, the aspects 

of architectural form, scale, detail, integrated artistry 

and craftsmanship, particularly at ground level which 

harmonise with the physical context and spirit of St 

James’s.

5.  Development must not be monolithic or bulky and 

should respect the grain of historic St. James’s in terms 

of former, generally small plot sizes of narrow widths. 

amalgamating individual facades to create an image of 

monumental hQ building is to be resisted.

6.  Building heights should be no higher than the existing 

relatively low, neighbouring buildings and ideally, should 

follow the height of preceding buildings, when lower, 

unless there are exceptional circumstances.

7.  retention or adaptation of existing building facades will 

generally be welcomed, even for unlisted buildings of 

agreed quality, generally dating up to the 1940s. 

8.  replica, authentic facades of important lost or 

disfigured historic buildings of agreed quality, will also 

be welcomed as will designs employing traditional, 

classically inspired detailing in appropriate locations.

9.  Over-large development which includes a mix of uses 

likely to increase local footfall and the risks of nuisance 

from intensification, will be discouraged.

10.  Priority for the need to increase the residential 

community and its supporting mix of uses should 

continue to have preference over increased commercial 

or entertainment developments.

the economist Building, 23 St James’s Street, is out of character 
with all that St James’s represents. existing building heights 
have not been considered, the facade is not in keeping with the 
neighbouring buildings and lacks the intricacy of previous centuries’ 
architecture.  

Boodles Club, 28 St James’s Street, is a Grade I Listed Building and an 
excellent example of historic architecture that embodies the
 “Spirit of St James’s. “



 
Noise Nuisance 

The St James’s Conservation Trust is concerned, as is the City Council, about noise 
nuisance, particularly in the middle of the night, in the core area of St James’s. The Trust 
considers that historic St James’s should retain its traditional quiet dignity and  it will support any 
measures which safeguard the amenity of its residents. Residents are at risk from present levels of 
noise pollution. 
 

The City Council takes noise nuisance problems seriously and Cllr Sir Simon Milton, in 
his foreword to the City of Westminster ‘Statement of Licensing Policy,’ wrote “Our policy 
recognises the commercial importance of our night-time economy whilst at the same time 
supporting the rights of people to their residential amenity and a peaceful night’s sleep.” It is 
evident, however, that the acoustic levels in the core area of St James’s, as they are throughout 
Westminster, are significantly higher than is  considered safe by the World Health Organisation. 
 
 Noise nuisance is generally related to the time of the day when it occurs and not always 
to its loudness, and the Westminster City Council’s Noise Teams (Tel: 020 7641 2000-24 hours) 
are set-up to deal with the majority of noise complaints within 45 minutes, although the Trust has 
reason to doubt their efficacy in some situations. These include: loud parties, loud music, noise 
from pubs, bars or clubs, noise from the street, alarms, roadworks, building sites and air 
conditioning plants. 
 
Road Noise 
The London Road Traffic Noise Map is just one element of the Government’s much wider 
national ambient noise strategy. Although road traffic noise is only one type of noise that affects 
people, it is a concern for more Londoners than any other source of noise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        

DEFRA road noise map-showing St James’s 
Atkins Ltd Mapping 

 
The Lden is quite complicated.  It is the day-evening-night level. It is the adjusted 24 hour average 

noise level.  It is a descriptor of noise level based on energy equivalent noise level (Leq) over a whole day 
with a penalty of 10 dB(A) for night time noise (22.00-7.00) and an additional penalty of 5 dB(A) for 
evening noise (i.e. 19.00-23.00).  

 
The following acoustic data were produced as a result of a survey undertaken on 17th-18th 

October 2003 and it can be assumed that the present figures are even higher. 
 
Street LAmax LAeq LA90 
St James’s Street 72-92 68-77 63-68 
Jermyn Street 76-94 67-68 56-64 
Bennet Street 67-75 60-65 56-57 
Duke Street, St James’s 76-78 65-66 55-56 
Ryder Street 70-80 55-65 48-55 
Bury Street 65-75 55-65 50-55 
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•  LAeq refers to the "equivalent" average sound level measured using the A-weighting which is 
most sensitive to speech intelligibility frequencies of the human ear. 

• The LA90 noise levels are those noise levels that are exceeded for 90% of each sample period.  
• LAmax is used to describe the maximum dBA noise level  

The World Health Organisation document for Community Noise, which has been adopted by 
the City Council to form the basis of one of its newly adopted planning permission noise 
conditions, indicates that for undisturbed sleep the external ‘ambient’ night-time level should not 
exceed 45dB LAeq (8 hours), and that maximum noise event levels should not exceed 60dB 
measured as a fast averaging time LAmax. It is evident that the core area of St James’s suffers 
from noise pollution blight and the Trust is determined that this intolerable situation should be 
resolved. 

 
 
The Jermyn Street Theatre  is a very special, small,(70 seat) fringe 
theatre, under the patronage of HRH Princess Michael of Kent, in the centre of the West End of 
London which offers talented new actors, directors and writers the opportunity to be recognized 
and given a platform in the West-End.  It provides a much needed small theatre in the heart of St 
James and is run by its two founders, Howard Jameson and Penny Horner. In the 1990s, 
Howard Jameson had a vision - to transform the basement of the former Spaghetti House into a 
luxury studio theatre in the heart of the West End. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In April 1994, after receiving planning 
permission, the Trustees started work; 
materials, expertise and services to the value of 
£280,000 were donated by 56 British 
Companies and, with a major donation from 
Laing Builders, the theatre doors opened in 
August 1994.  In addition, the theatre received 
a National Lottery Grant from The Arts 
Council of England, to provide better facilities 
for the theatre goers. 
 
The Theatre has a full and entertaining 
programme of plays, musicals and one-man 
shows. It is located at 16b Jermyn Street, at the 
Regent Street end of Jermyn Street.   
 
Tel: 020 7287 2875  
Email:  info@jermynstreettheatre.co.uk 
www.jermynstreettheatre.co.uk  
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Lord Byron (1788-1824) in St James’s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 1815 Byron married Annabella Milbanke who 
left him after a single year of financial disasters 
and the birth of a daughter. Her silence on the 
subject caused ‘blighting calumnies’. Byron’s 
comment was ‘Few have been so libelled as 
myself’. 
 
In 1816 he left for exile in Italy. His masterpiece, 
Don Juan, led Goethe to pronounce ‘Byron alone 
I admit to a place by my side’. 
 
In 1823 Byron went to join the Greeks in their 
fight for freedom, died of a fever at Mesolonghi in 
1824 at the age of 36 and has been honoured ever 
since as a Greek hero.  
Anne Fleming  “The Byron Society” 
 

 
George Gordon Byron, 6th  Baron 
Byron, has close associations with 
St James’s. He was at No. 8 St 
James’s Street when his radical 
maiden speech astonished the 
Members of the House of Lords. A 
month later he awoke to ‘find 
himself famous’ when the first 
cantos of Childe Harold’s 
Pilgrimage were published. The 
carriage way was soon jammed 
with carriages bringing invitations 
from the grandest hostesses. ‘I am 
the fashion’, he wrote. ‘It’s absurd 
but I can’t help it’. 
 
 In 1813  he lodged at No.4 Bennet 
Street. In 1814 his Oriental Tale, 
The Corsair, sold 10,000 copies  on 
the first day of publication.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Lord Byron  1813 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is of note that No. 4 Bennet Street is now part of Windsor House which is due to be 
demolished and rebuilt in 2008 and that 7-9 St James’s Street bears the name ‘Byron 
House’ 
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Lord Byron  1813



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Juan  Famenias Floris

John Bodenham Esq,   Chairman of   
J Floris is the 8th generation of his family 
to run the company at 89 Jermyn Street. In 
1730 Juan Famenias Floris sailed from 
his native Menorca to seek his fortune in 
England. Juan Floris settled down to his 
new life in London, married an English girl 
and prospered.  
 
Initially Juan Famenias Floris set up 
business as a barber and comb-maker; 
however, he soon missed the aromas and 
sensations of his Mediterranean youth. In 
an attempt to put form to these memories 
he began blending oils, essences and 
fixatives transported from Europe, to create 
the first Floris Fragrances which were  

blended on a personal basis. In the cellars below, where many casks and precious oils 
were stored, there remains the original vaults built in 1675. 
 
Having acquired the properties either side of No.89 Jermyn Street (Nos.88 and 90 are still 
owned by the company), Juan began to let accommodation  to the wealthy and 
fashionable gentlemen of the day. 
 
According to the Survey of London 
VolumeXXIX,  Nos. 88, 89, and 90  were  
included in the freehold grant made to the 
Earl of St Alban’s trustees in 1665. There 
is evidence that the properties were built  
about 1675  and some features of these 
original buildings remain.  No. 88 was 
occupied from 1696 to 1700 by Sir Isaac 
Newton who then moved into No 87. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 1820 , the Prince of Wales succeeded to 
the Throne as George IV, and in that year 
bestowed on Mr Floris  his first warrant 
from a reigning monarch. This first Royal 
Warrant  is still on display together with no 
less than sixteen others. J Floris hold  
Royal Warrants from Her Majesty  the 
Queen and HRH the Prince of Wales. 
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Letters to the Editor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Support for the St James’s Conservation Trust 

 
You who care for St James’s are all too aware that this unique area is a fragile 

treasure which is under intense threat from destructive influences. The energies of the Trust 
are actively spent preserving St James’s for future generations to enjoy. In running the Trust, 
the Trustees give their time free and, apart from an administrator, the overheads of the Trust 
are modest. Most of the donations it receives are devoted to meeting the costs of essential 
planning and legal advice. 
 

There are many calls on the Trust’s funds. Some are predictable, but most occur on an 
ad hoc basis, in response to events. For example, the implications of the new Licensing Act 
have led to much expenditure in fighting unwelcome licensing applications. 
 

Over the past nine years, the Trust has received many generous donations from its 
friends and these funds have been used sparingly and wisely. The Trust only has small 
reserves. Now once more we are appealing to our old friends for help. It is estimated that our 
present annual expenditure will be about £60,000, and we still need significant donations to 
reach this sum. We look forward to the day when we have accumulated sufficient regular 
support to produce a reliable annual income. 
 

The Trustees would, therefore, welcome donations and an annual commitment would 
greatly help the Trust in establishing a sound financial base. In addition, legacies made in 
favour of the Trust would materially ensure the future of the important work of the Trust. All 
donations will be formally acknowledged and the value of donations from private individuals 
would be greatly enhanced if donors completed the Gift Aid enclosed. Cheques should be 
made out to the St James’s Conservation Trust and sent to:- 
 

Brian Woodham Esq. 
The Administrator 

St James’s Conservation Trust 
7 St James’s Square 
London, SW14JU 

Mobile: 07821 377299 
e-mail: brianwoodham@tiscali.co.uk 

 
Alternatively, the enclosed standing order form can be made out to the Trust’s bankers:- 

 
Adam and Company plc 

22 King Street 
London, SW1Y 6QY 
Tel: 020 7839 4615 
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